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12 Ambrosia Estate, Kyneton, Vic 3444

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: House

Madden Boykett Ambrosia

0476397434

https://realsearch.com.au/house-12-ambrosia-estate-kyneton-vic-3444
https://realsearch.com.au/madden-boykett-ambrosia-real-estate-agent-from-oliver-hume-real-estate-group-australia


$1,441,410

The Denver was created for modern country living to suit a corner or acreage allotment. This home boasts an impressive

entry and an open plan area with a centrally located kitchen, dining and family room, perfect for entertaining. Its flexible

footprint will suit families that want to live together. Space, the final frontier. Let the Denver take you there.Package

Includes:• 7 star energy rating • Site cost allowance • Quality tiles to bathrooms, ensuite and laundry • Tiled shower

base • Chrome hand and slide shower rail • Stylish stainless steel appliances • Garage door remote control

• Aluminium double glazed windows • Eaves to façade • Ducted gas heating • Lifetime Structural Guarantee Envy of

the Estate: Unveiling Your Dream at Ambrosia, KynetonForget a mere address, embrace an exclusive enclave at Ambrosia

Estate, Kyneton. Here, nestled amidst breathtaking vistas and verdant whispers, lies the crown jewel of the development,

arguably the finest lot waiting to be claimed.Imagine the envy rippling through the estate, as sunlight dances across your

monumental frontage base, casting an alluring glow on your dream home. This isn't a lot, it's a blank canvas for

architectural audacity. Ranch-style grandeur stretches out before you, or perhaps a majestic traditional beauty emerges,

embraced by the serene whispers of the native reserve.Picture this: Your morning latte savoured on a sun-drenched

veranda, panoramic views of rolling landscape unfolding before you. Later, host vibrant soirées in your expansive

backyard, laughter echoing under the starry Kyneton sky. This is living writ large, where space and light conspire to weave

a symphony of luxury.But Ambrosia's allure extends beyond envy. It's a haven for the soul, where nature paints a living

masterpiece outside your window. Stroll alongside rustic farm fences, breathe in the fresh scent of the reserve, and let the

gentle rustle of native leaves lull you into tranquillity.More than just a lot, it's a legacy. Imagine generations gathering for

barbeques in your sprawling backyard, sharing stories under the ancient trees, and forging memories that will echo

through time. This is more than a home, it's a foundation for a lifetime of connection and joy.Don't settle for ordinary,

claim the envy of the estate. Contact us today and unlock the key to your unparalleled slice of Ambrosia's paradise.


